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QUESTION 1

View the Exhibit and examine the data in EMP and DEPT tables. 

In the DEPT table, DEPTNO is the PRIMARY KEY. 

In the EMP table, EMPNO is the PRIMARY KEY and DEPTNO is the FOREIGN KEY referencing the DEPTNO column
in the DEPT table. 

What would be the outcome of the following statements executed in the given sequence? 

DROP TABLE emp; 

FLASHBACK TABLE emp TO BEFORE DROP; 

INSERT INTO emp VALUES (2.COTT 10); 

INSERT INTO emp VALUES (3,ING 55); 

A. Both the INSERT statements would fail because all constraints are automatically retrieved when the table is flashed
back. 

B. Both the INSERT statements would succeed because none of the constraints on the table are automatically retrieved
when the table is flashed back. 

C. Only the first INSERT statement would succeed because all the constraints except the primary key constraint are
automatically retrieved after a table is flashed back. 

D. Only the second INSERT statement would succeed because all the constraints except referential integrity constraints
that reference other tables are retrieved automatically after the table is flashed back. 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 2

Evaluate the following SELECT statement and view the Exhibit to examine its output: 
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SELECT constraint_name, constraint_type, search_condition, r_constraint_name, delete_rule, status FROM
user_constraints WHERE table_name = ORDERS Which two statements are true about the output? (Choose two.) 

A. In the second column, indicates a check constraint. 

B. The STATUS column indicates whether the table is currently in use. 

C. The R_CONSTRAINT_NAME column gives the alternative name for the constraint. 

D. The column DELETE_RULE decides the state of the related rows in the child table when the corresponding row is
deleted from the parent table. 

Correct Answer: AD 

 

QUESTION 3

View the Exhibit and examine the structure of the ORDERS table. Which task would require subqueries? 
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A. displaying the total order value for sales representatives 161 and 163 

B. displaying the order total for sales representative 161 in the year 1999 

C. displaying the number of orders that have order mode online and order date in 1999 

D. displaying the number of orders whose order total is more than the average order total for all online orders 

Correct Answer: D 

 

QUESTION 4

Which two statements are true about sequences created in a single instance database? (Choose two.) 

A. The numbers generated by a sequence can be used only for one table. 

B. DELETE would remove a sequence from the database. 

C. CURRVAL is used to refer to the last sequence number that has been generated. 

D. When the MAXVALUE limit for a sequence is reached, you can increase the MAXVALUE limit by using the ALTER
SEQUENCE statement. 

E. When a database instance shuts down abnormally, the sequence numbers that have been cached but not used
would be available once again when the database instance is restarted. 

Correct Answer: CD 

 

QUESTION 5

Which three possible values can be set for the TIME_ZONE session parameter by using the ALTER SESSION
command? (Choose three.) 

A. \\'os\\' 

B. local 

C. -8:00\\' 

D. dbtimezone Li 

E. \\'Australia\\' 

Correct Answer: BCD 
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